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The Scott Takeda Asian Actor is also a producer, and writer. He began his career as a television
news reporter in the 1990s and soon moved behind the camera as well to work as a producer and
photojournalist. He first made his acting debut on national television in the series "Busted" which ran
on Animal Planet in 2001 playing the character of Sgt. Tai Lee.

Today Takeda thinks of himself as a storyteller and he feels passionate about telling stories that
provoke and inspire something in people. He prefers emotional stories that will really pack a punch
and educate audiences while entertaining them. He recently started up his own entertainment
company so that he can really delve into more producing and writing.

Since then, this man has taken a variety of roles in various films and series but he really wants to
focus on other pursuits at this point. He feels that he can be a very effective storyteller and really
inspire an audience to see things in a new way. No project is too small or insignificant for Takeda to
take on when he feels passionately about the subject or the main character.

This man is a member of the Screen Actors Guild and can be seen in films, television commercials,
television shows, and much more. His agent is Donna Baldwin and anyone interested in working
with him should contact the Donna Baldwin Agency. All actors need proper representation from an
agency who will handle their appointments and jobs.

He has come a long way since he was sitting in news rooms back some twenty years ago. He
worked as a staff member on a TV news series for children that won an Emmy award and he
himself has won various awards for his different projects. He is a Japanese American, born in
Colorado, and this has certainly informed the person that he has become today as someone of two
cultures.

Today he really considers photo journalism and film making to be his fortes and the areas that he
wants to focus on more than acting. It is within these areas that he really excels at raising
awareness and generating thought provoking material for audiences to really enjoy. He still steps in
front of the cameras from time to time to take part in movies and shows.

Like many actors who enjoy versatility, he can easily slip into a variety of different roles and
interesting characters. He has got a wide range and this has proven extremely useful for him in his
career. He likes being the one behind the lens as well since he can craft a story and bring it to life.

Scott Takeda Asian Actor will continue to bring his unique perspective and many talents to all of his
projects because he feels so passionately about them. He works closely with his creative team at
Takeda Entertainment to develop high quality projects and stories. You will surely see many exciting
and interesting new things coming out of his career in the years that lie ahead.
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Get a review of a Scott Takeda asian actor's skills and accomplishments and view headshots of
Scott on our website at http://scotttakeda.com/ today.
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